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Changing Spaces in Libraries
Books and Study Spaces

Coffee Shops
Information
Commons

Innovation &
Entrepreneurship
Spaces

Makerspaces
Collaboration spaces
Flexible furniture
Student clubs space
Workshops
Competitions
Mentorship

As the needs of our users and the priorities of our institutions have changed overtime,
academic libraries have adopted new spaces to meet these changes. For example
from books and study spaces to including coffee shops and information commons
spaces.
At the University of Minnesota we have a new, exciting space in our libraries that
works meet the current needs of many of our students. In partnership with the Holmes
Center for Entrepreneurship on campus, a we are opening a Innovation and
Entrepreneurship space.
What does this kind of space look like and what kinds of programming will take place
in this space? I’ll talk more specifically about our space and our partnership in a
minute, but more generally, a space like this could include things like : Makerspaces,
flexible furniture for collaborative work, workshops, student group meeting areas. It
could include competitions, mentorship and consultations from experts. You may ask
yourself why would this kind of space make sense in a library?

Why - Changing Models of Learning
Increased emphasis on
experiential learning and
collaboration

One reason why you may want to have a space like this in your library is due to the
changing models of learning that’s happening on our campuses.
In 2008, The Association of American Colleges and Universities named 11 high
impact educational practices. Collaboration and experiential learning were woven
through several of the practices. These recommendations are just one example of a
slow rumble throughout education that has put a greater emphasis on students
learning by doing and less lecture based learning. Now, at most institutions learning is
not just about lectures and tests, instead, project based learning and group work is
the norm.
We’ve always supported students writing papers and taking tests, now it’s time for us
to also support assignments that utilize experiential learning and collaboration by
having spaces such as a center for innovation and entrepreneurship.

Why - Libraries Have Expertise and
Resources
•

Business and Industry
Research

•

Patents, Trademarks,
Copyright

•

Makerspace Technology

Another reason is why this kind of center makes sense in a library, rather than
somewhere else on campus is that we have expertise and resources to offer. We
have librarians who can assist with business and industry research, intellectual
property research. Makerspaces have already started to show up in libraries and can
be an important tool for innovative projects. Why not show additional value to our
institutions by pulling together this expertise and these tools into a space where we
can work with partners to accomplish a shared goal.

Why - Changes in Campus Priorities
In response to broader
economic trends, many
universities see innovation
and entrepreneurship as
key strategic priorities.

This gets back to the previous slide regarding showing our additional value to our
institutions. As priorities change, we need to continue to show how we align with
campus priorities. In response to broader economic trends, many universities see
innovation and entrepreneurship as key strategic priorities.
Interest and activity around entrepreneurship, commercialization, innovation,
translational research (goes by all these names) is growing. What’s interesting about
this area is that it’s inherently cross-disciplinary. For example, a medical invention
needs business and legal expertise and more to actually go to market. Yet...these
spaces and programs are disparate and disconnected. Often access is limited to
students affiliated with a particular college or course. There isn’t a central hub,
especially for students.

Why - Library as Neutral Zone
We can be that central hub
because we are one of the few
un-siloed organizations on
campus.
We’re open to everyone!

The library can be that central hub.

Why - Library as Partner
Entrepreneurship &
Innovation
Tutoring
Drop in help for writing,
math, academics

IT

Makerspaces, innovation
hubs, ?

Joint service desks, tech
support in the space

Library

As that neutral zone, we have collaborated with campus partners for decades now:
●
We have long been a central unit working in partnership and in service of
academic departments.
●
As higher education has expanded and complexified, there are clear synergies
between library goals and certain campus partners like:
○
Writing Centers and Tutoring
○
IT
○
Career Services
○
And more.
●
These are kinds of offices that many of us probably already have extensive
relationships with or even spaces for in our libraries.

Coming Soon...

So, now let me spend the next 4 minutes talking about our space, and more
specifically, the partnership, the process, and the goals for the space.
The Toaster is the name of our Innovation Hub. While not opening until early 2020,
the libraries’ partnership on this project with the Holmes Center for Entrepreneurship
goes back at least 1.5 years. Over that time we’ve learned a lot.

Goals for the Space
Innovation Ecosystem: Bring together new and existing innovation resources.
Inclusive: Open and welcoming to all students from all colleges, departments or
majors.
Curricular and Co-Curricular: Opportunity for students to innovate inside and
outside of coursework.
Foster Connections: Support students to connect with each other, with faculty,
librarians, and other experts, and the greater community.

The Toaster will bring together new and existing innovation resources by
creating an innovation ecosystem for students. This ecosystem will bring
together many services, resources, expertise and facilities into one space
focused on the innovation and entrepreneurship for students. Also, the Toaster
also will be a referral center for related activities across campus. If it’s not
happening in the Toaster, we will get students where they need to be and to
the resources they need.
We want to be inclusive and open to students from all majors and colleges and
encourage students from under represented groups into the space. We hope
this will encourage multidisciplinary projects and innovation.
This space is open to both class projects as well as student club projects, or
other co-curricular student innovation work. It will host programming that both
coincides with curricular and co-curricular goals.
Related back to the innovation ecosystem, this space will foster connections
between students and a variety of resources and expertise. We hope to
connect students to each other, to faculty, to librarians, and to other experts
inside and outside of the university.

Use Cases
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Student club work
Student-driven innovation projects
Workshops and networking events
Drop-in mentoring and consultations
Entrepreneurship competitions
Class meetings
Walk-in library users

We are aiming and planning for these primary use cases as we design the space and
plan for operations. Some of these activities are already happening in our spaces, but
many are not. We are so excited to intentionally plan for and welcome these users
into our library space.

The Partnership

Working with any kind of partner requires a compromise, negotiations and relationship
building. This particular partnership was no exception.
We agreed early on that our partnership made sense. Holmes Center for
Entrepreneurship was seeking just the right campus space and had donor funding to
contribute to a remodel. We were looking to continue transforming our library spaces
to be more interactive and collaborative.
But, we were working with an organization on campus that was not very aware of day
to day library issues and we were working together to remodel a space and then
operate it entirely in collaboration.

The Partnership - Cultural Diﬀerences
Libraries
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Innovative
Comfortable with change
Student-centered
Deeply collaborative
Cautious
Hierarchical
Deliberative
Open to all
Serve the whole campus

Center for Entrepreneurship
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Innovative
Comfortable with change
Student-centered
Independent
Risk-taking
Quick-moving
Decisive
Rooted in just the business
school

We thought this group would find it useful if we reflected, a year or so in, on what this
partnership has been like.
We shared some values and goals, like being comfortable with change and focused
on students.
But there were also some interesting differences that surfaced. For example, our
library decision-making culture tends to be cautious, consensus-driven, whereas our
partners from the world of entrepreneurship move fast, take risks, and love to
challenge existing ways of doing things.

The Partnership - Relationship Building
•
•
•
•

Frequent communication.
Honesty.
Project management.
Generosity.

So how did we make these two cultures come together and set ourselves up for
success? Nothing surprising, but these usual really important steps mattered:
Regular meetings, figuring out communication styles early on.
Being direct and forthcoming, even when it wasn’t good news.
Assuming the best of each other.

Planning for the Innovation Hub

One thing that bonded our groups together was the design process. We couldn’t
afford an outside firm so together, we embarked on our own research:
●
External scans of other similar spaces from nearby to afar.
●
Focus groups with students.
●
Engaging formal student organizations to assist:
○
They developed personas
○
They came up with recommendations for communications strategy,
naming (the Toaster was a student idea), and the design scheme.

The New Space

And some renderings of how it will look. Note, it will be much more colorful, tech rich
with monitors, AND include a makerspace (just no good renderings of that).

Thanks!

Thanks!

